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Model Development Validation, and Use in Anal sis

The processes of model development and validation and the use of those models for analysis are
extremely central to Site Characterization and Performance Assessment activities. As you would
expect, these topics are addressed in the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management "QA
Requirements and Description;" those requirements are stated toward the end of this advisory, for
you information. You will note that it is a fairly short set of requirements. Nevertheless, some of
those requirements deserve emphasis. Some key points are:

* The preferred approach for validation is to compare analysis results using the model
with data gathered in the lab, field, or in natural analogue studies.

* If that is not feasible, the investigator performing model validation can devise an alternative
approach (such as benchmarking against another model of the same or similar phenomena,
peer review, etc.). Whatever approach is used must be documented, however (adequately
enough to permit reproduction of the results by others). The approach to be used should
either be specified in the Work Agreement (QAIP 1-5) which governs the work, or, if
left to the discretion of the investigator, be described in the Scientific Notebook (QAIP

-20-2) in which the validation process and results are documented.

. * Note paragraph.D in the requirements, below. In addition to requiring the use of models to be
documented, it also calls for the selection of the specific model used to be justified... That
would best be done in the Scientific Notebook in wich the ifialysis is documented; it may
additionally be included in any report which provides the results of the analysis. .

* In model validation, in order for a mathematical model to be determined to be "valid" it must
meet some quantitative or qualitative criterion (or criteria) established by the investigator prior
to the conduct of the validation activity. Thes criteria must be specified in the Work
Agreement that governs the validation activity;'or, as a minimum, n the Scientific 

- Notebook that documents the activity.' Such criteria might be that "the model alidation
analysis results agreewith field data within (some percentor absolute iaie) over theringe of
the model application," or that "all members ofthe-pjier review panel can reach consensus that
the model appropriately depicts the natural phenomenon in question." Mention of the criteria
in any technical report that results from the activitywould also beappropriate.-

I hope that these explanations concerning model development, validation, and use are helpful to
the practitioners of that magical art. I also encourage you to refer directly to the QAIPs most
closely associated with such work, QAIP 2-4 for conduct of analyses and QAIP 20-2 for



documentation of scientific investigation activities (including model development validation and
use in analysis).

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management QA Requirements and Description," which
provides our customer's requirements and expectations concerning quality assurance in Yucca Mountain
Project and Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transporiation ativities, states the following with respect to
developient and validation of models:

"A. The development of models of natural phenomena shall be documented. Documentation shall
identify the principal lines of investigation considered.

B. Models of natural phenomena shall be validated to confirm that the mathematical representation
appropriately depicts the natural phenomena.

C. Model validation shall be accomplished by comparing analysis results against data acquired
from the laboratory, field experiments, natural analogue studies or observations that were not used
in the original development of the model.

1. When data are not available from tese sources, alternative approaches shall be
documented and used for model validation.

2. The need to perform a peer review as an alternative approach shall be consistent with
consideration criteria specified for peer review in section 2.0 (of the QARD).

D. The selection and use of models of natural phenomena shall be documented and justified."

Finally, if you have questions about the application of the QA program in model development,
validation, or use, please contact me at 848 0786.

Robert R Richards
Manager, Nuclear Waste Mgmt. QA Dept.
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From: Robert R. (Bob) Richards
To: tfehrho, cpJaram, jcfrien
Subject: QA Checklist for WA Reviews

I believe I have given the attached checklist to you before and orrally asked

you to use it during reviews of Work Agreements, but let me make it official.

When performing reviews of Work Agreements, use this checklist to supplement

the criteria provided in QAIP 6-3, to enhance the thoroughness and value of

your review.

Thank you.

Bob
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Checklist for QA Review of Work Agreements

First, review to ensure that WAs adhere to the content requirements of QAIP 1-
5.

Second, apply the criteria for QA review, to the extent that they apply, from the
back of the DRC form.

Beyond that, check:

* That the front sheet title heading refers to Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management," rather than to Yucca Mountain Project."

* That the text at the bottom of the cover page reads, Reviewer
signatures.. Customer and Supplier signatures indicate comment resolution
and commitment to the content of the Work Agreement." (Italics added to
emphasize text that may be different than what you get to review.)

* That, generally CRWM (or nothing) is used in the text instead of YMP.
(Although certain topics are indeed YMP-specific, like Site Performance
Assessment, and certain others are WAST-specific, like bum-up credit, so
those acronyms may be appropriate in such cases.)

* For upper-tier WAs, that the Acceptance Criteria section include mention of
timely response to and corrective actions for QA deficiency documents as a
performance-measurement criterion.

* For lower-tier WAs, that the Training Assignment section not include a
requirement for training on the WA itself (unless the customer has a strong,
overriding need for such training to be done and an effective way to do it).

* For certain lower-tier WAs, that the Acceptance Criteria section covers all
that is ncec e s f 4_- 

Wearftipr-type products/deliverables, which is fine. However, som 
Waxworkrequires more in the way f acceptance criteria; for example, model \

Ad validation requires qualitative or quantitative criteria to be used in)
r ~determining if the model i's, in fact,. valid. Similarly, date collection efforts/

deserve to have criteria established to determine when or wheth

* For lower-tier WAs in particular, that the Records section clearly require that
the records generated by the work be submitted to the Local Records
Receiving Org., including records associated with closing out the work. The
frequency of records submittal should also be specified (e.g., as soon as
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authenticated, quarterly, upon completion of each Sd. Notebook binder,
upon task completion, etc.) The frequency should be such that records are
captured into the RMS in a timely manner and that a large quantity of records
is n left to be submitted during close-out of the work.

* For lower-tier WAs for scientific investigation work, which includes analysis,
that the frequency of technical review of the Scientific Notebook(s) is
specified (daily, monthly, quarterly, or whatever based on the pace of the

. work).
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